HELP RESTORE THE SAPELO ISLAND GREENHOUSE

Got Glass?
Join the “Be a Pane” campaign

Every $50 donation buys a pane of glass and it covers the installation fee. You can “share your pane” with a friend ($25 each) or better yet buy glass for an entire wing ($10,000) and be considered a “major pane.”

By “being a pane” you’ll become a member of the Friends of the UGA Marine Institute and help us finish the greenhouse restoration project. Spread the word and let’s raise the funds needed to restore this magnificent structure!

Yes! I want to help restore the Greenhouse on Sapelo Island. Count me in as a PANE!

☐ $50 - I’m a pane  ☐ $100 - I’m a double pane  ☐ $1,000 - I’m a big pane  ☐ $1 million - I’m a royal pane

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

EMAIL (for our listserv)

Make your check payable to: The UGA Foundation (byline note : Greenhouse Support Fund)

Please mail your tax-deductible donation and this form to:
Friends of the UGA Marine Institute
Marine Programs
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

Or, donate online: www.friendsofugami.com

Thanks!
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